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Rare is a good female rap artist. Even rarer is a female hip-hop rapper who has the range and
ability to also sing R&B and span other genres as well; and perform extremely well in each.

  

There is a female artist of this quality who is out of Florida. Her rap tracks are strong flows that
will surprise and grab you. Her R&B skill is also very grabbing. Her vocal ability is in a range
that should not be overlooked. Her name is Shonie, and she is one artist that hip-hop and R&B
should not overlook.

  

Shonie has been singing from the tender age of 8; singing duets with her mother in the church
in her native home town of the Bronx, New York. Her mother moved the family, which consist of
3 brothers and Shonie, Shonie being the youngest of the group to Flordia.

  

Nominated for ''Best Artist Of The Year''  for  Miami Florida’s  ''Hip-Hop'' awards of the year;
Shonie has already created a buzz on the streets and on radio, with songs such as '' Get Slap'',
''Back U Up'' featuring Pitt Bull , and ''Up in da Club'' featuring Infamous.

  

Shonie’s diverse musical style has made her one of Florida’s best all around hip-hop / rap and
R&B performers.

  

She has written, produced and played the keyboard on songs as ''Thinking Of You''   and     ''I
Don''t Care''. 

  

Shonie also had full rotation spins on ''WAGH magic 98.3 with her first hit single ''Thinking Of
You''. She also carries a worldwide fan base including many fans in Africa and Japan.

  

Shonie is a multi talented artist as she can hit you from any genre be it hip-hop, rap R&B, rock
and salsa just to name a few.
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Shonie has performed all over the state of Flordia. She has radio play on WMBX local love
hosted by DJ Daddy Fats, with her songs always rating in the top 10.

  

Shonie is featured on mix tape such as: DJ Fade, Djepps  ..Miami most Wanted  ..Under Dogs  
..

Nu South mixed CD No1., American Hip-Hop Idols compilation mix tape Vol.1, DjZone
 
Slow Jamz, she is on the grind and on the move. 

  

You can listen to Shonie HERE . 

  

Watch for more from this rising artist as she attacks all genres of music.
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http://www.mperia.com/displayfull.php?searchby=artist&amp;id=20474

